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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 

17
TH

 JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND 

FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA 

 

ASHBRITT, INC.,     CASE NO.:  

a Florida corporation,      

 

 Petitioner, 

vs. 

 

STATE OF FLORIDA,  

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, 

DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS, 

 

 Respondent 

      / 

 

PETITION TO QUASH THE INVESTIGATIVE SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 

ISSUED BY THE OFFICE OF THE FLORIDA ATTORNEY GENERAL OR, 

ALTERNATIVELY, MODIFYING THE SUBPOENA 

 

 Petitioner, ASHBRITT, INC., a Florida corporation (“Petitioner” and/or 

“Ashbritt”), petitions the Court, pursuant to Fla. Stat. §501.206(1), for the entry of an 

Order: (A) quashing the Investigative Subpoena Duces Tecum (the “Subpoena”), issued 

on October 2, 2017 by Respondent, STATE OF FLORIDA, OFFICE OF THE 

ATTORNEY GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS (“Respondent” and/or 

the “Attorney General”); or (B) ordering an evidentiary hearing and requiring the 

Attorney General to introduce some legally sufficient predicate evidence of a violation of 

Fla. Stat. §501.160 (Florida’s “Price Gouging law”), by Ashbritt, and then conduct a 

hearing on Ashbritt’s objections to the Subpoena, and states the following in support: 
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I. OVERVIEW/INTRODUCTION 

1. Ashbritt - one of the nation’s leading disaster-recovery contractors - is now 

engaged in a massive, time-sensitive hurricane clean-up effort in cities and counties 

across the State of Florida. The Attorney General, however, has issued a subpoena that 

would sidetrack those efforts, divert Ashbritt’s finite resources from the important public 

service now underway, and exacerbate the public health and safety hazards associated 

with the accumulation of debris. 

2. While the Attorney General vaguely - and wrongly - accuses Ashbritt of 

price gouging, the facts reveal no foundation for the Subpoena or for the Attorney 

General’s unreasonable demand for an enormous production of tens of thousands of 

documents.  Far from seeking “unconscionable” prices from the cities and counties that it 

serves, Ashbritt’s prices are well below the State-approved price for debris removal 

(ROW; DMS; and Grinding),
1
 and are consistent with market conditions created by the 

State’s own unforeseen actions. 

3. First, in a recent procurement, the State itself approved a price of 

$23.00/cubic yard for ROW debris-removal; DMS; and Grinding services - 

approximately $4.00/cubic yard more than Ashbritt’s highest price for such services to 

any of the eight (8) cities where temporary price increases were obtained in contract 

modifications as discussed in further detail below. On one hand, the State investigates 

                                                
1
 “ROW” refers to right of way cleanup which involves picking up and removing debris that has been dropped or 

pushed up against or into a right of way. “DMS” refers to debris management sites which are temporary sites to 

which the debris is brought, managed, and reduced before being hauled out of the DMS for final disposal.  Grinding 

is a process by which debris is reduced and is a method of debris reduction which is frequently selected by 

municipalities.  
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Ashbritt for price gouging; on the other, it has approved and agreed to prices 

incomparably greater than Ashbritt’s. Because Ashbritt’s prices are all substantially less 

than those approved by the State, Ashbritt, by definition, did not engage in price gouging. 

4. Second, while the eight (8) cities responded to market distortions caused by 

the State’s procurement by approving increased prices for Ashbritt’s services - prices still 

far less than the State-approved price of $23 per cubic yard - Ashbritt has not invoiced 

(and will not invoice), those cities at the increased prices, but has declined the price 

increases and it will invoice those cities at their traditional contract rates. 

5. To require Ashbritt to turn aside from imperative debris-removal services 

across Florida - and instead divert its resources to the collection of documents sought in 

an ill-conceived investigation - would violate Ashbritt’s rights and harm the public 

interest.  For these reasons, and as explained below, the Court should quash the Subpoena 

outright or require the Attorney General to present some legally sufficient predicate 

evidence to support the proposed fishing expedition against Ashbritt. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Ashbritt’s Background & Proven Reliability As One Of The  

Nation’s Leading And Time-Tested Natural Disaster Recovery 

Companies. 

 

6. For the past twenty-five (25) years, Ashbritt has proven itself to be one of 

the nation’s leading and most reliable rapid response disaster recovery and special 

environmental services contractors. Since its inception in 1992, Ashbritt has managed 

and executed more than 230 disaster recovery missions throughout the United States, 

successfully serving its clients in their time of desperate need. This includes 45 federally 
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declared major disasters in 18 states dating back to 1992 (when Hurricane Andrew hit 

Florida), and many of such recovery missions have been conducted under the authority 

and oversight of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”). Ashbritt has 

been integrally involved in the nation’s recovery efforts after many of the worst natural 

disasters on record.  

7. After Hurricane Katrina devastated parts of Louisiana and Mississippi in 

August of 2005, Ashbritt was the initial response prime contractor (from September, 

2005 through August, 2006), for the United States Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”).  

Ashbritt performed Katrina debris removal operations in eleven (11) jurisdictions in 

Louisiana and sixteen (16) jurisdictions in Mississippi covering more than 8,400 square 

miles. In total, Ashbritt removed in excess of 21 million cubic yards of debris and 

received special recognition from the USACE for the services it performed during the 

nation’s largest debris removal mission ever awarded (as of that time period), to a single 

contractor after a natural disaster event.   

8. After Hurricane Charley made landfall on the coastline of Charlotte 

County, Florida as a Category 4 hurricane in August of 2004, Ashbritt’s management 

arrived on site within hours after landfall and began immediately moving resources into 

the area.  Ashbritt was tasked with immediate missions of emergency road clearance, 

temporary roofing, and debris management. For ROW collections, Ashbritt deployed 

over 250 vehicles.  In total, Ashbritt removed approximately 1.8 million cubic yards of 

debris. 
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9. After Hurricane Wilma slammed into South Florida in October of 2005, 

Ashbritt collected and processed more than 5 million cubic yards of vegetative debris; 

managed over 30 temporary debris processing sites; provided emergency power to 12 

clients; and conducted emergency response for petroleum releases in Collier County, 

Florida.    

10. After the massive devastation caused by Hurricane Sandy in New Jersey in 

October of 2012, Ashbritt performed debris cleanup for the State of New Jersey and fifty-

three (53) of its municipalities. Ashbritt removed in excess of 3 million cubic yards of 

debris from November, 2012 through March, 2013.   

11. After Hurricane Matthew hit Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina last year, 

Ashbritt removed more than a combined 5.6 million cubic yards of debris in these states. 

Time and time again throughout the years, Ashbritt has proven itself to be one of the 

most reliable natural disaster recovery companies upon which the nation can (and does) 

rely. 

B. Ashbritt’s Stand-By Contracts With Governmental Agencies 

And Secondary Contracts With Subcontractors. 

 

12. There are two layers of contracts generally utilized in the performance of 

Ashbritt’s work. The stand-by main/primary contracts which Ashbritt enters into with 

various governmental agencies (i.e. - states, counties, cities, etc.), prior to a natural 

disaster event, and the secondary/subcontracts which Ashbritt enters into with various 

companies after the natural disaster occurs to perform the disaster recovery work 

including, but not limited to, debris collection, removal, hauling, and disposal. The 
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availability of these subcontractors after a hurricane or other natural disaster 

occurs (and the performance of the recovery work by such subcontractors), is 

essential for Ashbritt to perform under its primary contracts.   

13. In terms of the subcontracts, it is simply not an economically feasible or 

viable business model for natural disaster contractors like Ashbritt (or its competitors), to 

have a standing army of equipment and personnel waiting in the wings for the next 

natural disaster to strike.  If trucks and self-loaders were parked and just waiting around 

for the next disaster to take place (along with the manpower required to maintain and 

operate such equipment), it would result in the price for debris removal increasing by 

several multiples.  As such, the prevailing business model is for experienced disaster 

response prime contractors like Ashbritt (and its competitors), to leverage a network of 

capable subcontractors (whose equipment is normally dedicated to tasks such as timber 

operations, energy-related work, waste collection and environmental services), and to 

only enter into disaster recovery subcontracts with them after a natural disaster occurs.   

14. In prior disasters, Ashbritt has always been able to call upon its registered 

network of operators throughout the United States to quickly mobilize in response to a 

major debris event and for such subcontractors to charge prices that are customary in the 

market for such services.  However, as discussed at length below, the circumstances of 

the unprecedented and devastating back-to-back-to-back punches of Category 4 

Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, all within a mere one (1) month period, 

transferred all pricing leverage to subcontractors leading to a significant disruption in the 

market for their services. That disruption was caused, in large part, by the unforeseeable 
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governmental actions of the Florida Department of Transportation, District VI (the 

“DOT”), and by Miami-Dade County, Florida - both of which drastically increased the 

rates paid to subcontractors as discussed at length in Section “II.E” below. 

15. It goes without saying that neither Ashbritt (or its competitors), nor any of 

its many public customers could have possibly anticipated that three (3) of the most 

devastating Atlantic hurricanes in recorded history would strike the United States in a one 

(1) month period, affecting Texas, nearly every county in Florida, numerous counties in 

Georgia, and completely overwhelming the network of subcontractor resources which are 

essential to performing emergency debris removal operations.  It also goes without saying 

that Ashbritt could not anticipate the unforeseeable actions by the Florida DOT and 

Miami-Dade County in terms of their having dramatically re-set the market as a result of 

the significantly increased rates they agreed to pay subcontractors. 

C. The Back-To-Back-To-Back Catastrophic Category 4 Punches 

Of Hurricanes Harvey, Irma & Maria.  

 

16. The 2017 Hurricane Season has unfortunately proven to be one of the worst 

on record that the country has been forced to endure. Three (3) major Category 4 

hurricanes (Harvey, Irma, and Maria), had an incredibly devastating impact upon various 

areas of the United States and the Caribbean (including the U.S. Virgin Islands and 

Puerto Rico), all in an extremely short period of time between the latter part of 

August, 2017 through mid-September, 2017.  As if that was not enough, on October 7-

8, 2017, Hurricane Nate hit the Gulf Coast near Biloxi, Mississippi. 
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(i). Hurricane Harvey Devastates Texas. 

17. Hurricane Harvey slammed into Texas as a Category 4 hurricane and  

estimates suggest that the storm dumped in excess of 20 trillion gallons of water on 

Texas, causing historical record setting flooding and making Harvey the wettest Atlantic 

hurricane that has been measured to date. On the morning of August 27, 2017, the 

National Weather Service’s Twitter account read: “This event is unprecedented & all 

impacts are unknown & beyond anything experienced…”.
2
  Weather reporters covering 

Harvey in the days that followed continued to grasp for words to describe the storm’s 

never-before-seen impacts.
3

 Citing to an analysis performed by the University of 

Wisconsin’s Space and Engineering Center, the Washington Post reported that Harvey “is 

a 1-in-1,000 year flood event that has overwhelmed an enormous section of Southeast 

Texas equivalent in size to New Jersey.”
4
 [Emphasis added].   

 18. It goes without saying that the recovery efforts in Texas quickly became, 

and remain, one of the largest on record.  Attached hereto as Exhibit “B” is a copy of 

FEMA’s Texas Disaster Declaration showing the affected areas designated within the 

declaration.  The magnitude of the disaster recovery efforts required in Texas resulted in 

untold numbers of subcontractors, of all experience levels from all around the country 

(including many from Florida), who perform disaster recovery work mobilizing with their 

trucks and equipment to Texas to respond to what was expected to be the largest disaster 

                                                
2

Twitter @NWS at 8:44 am, Aug. 27, 2017, available at: 

https://twitter.com/NWS/status/901832717070983169/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2F

www.nytimes.com%2F2017%2F08%2F29%2Fus%2Fhurricane-harvey-warnings-unprecedented.html  
3
 Christine Hauser, As Harvey Raged, Meteorologists Grasped for Words to Describe It, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 29.2017, 

available at: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/29/us/hurricane-harvey-warnings-unprecedented.html?mcubz=3    
4
 See, Washington Post article dated August 31, 2017 by Jason Samenow a copy of which is attached hereto as 

Exhibit “A”. 

https://twitter.com/NWS/status/901832717070983169/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2017%2F08%2F29%2Fus%2Fhurricane-harvey-warnings-unprecedented.html
https://twitter.com/NWS/status/901832717070983169/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2017%2F08%2F29%2Fus%2Fhurricane-harvey-warnings-unprecedented.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/29/us/hurricane-harvey-warnings-unprecedented.html?mcubz=3
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recovery effort, at least since Katrina, and maybe ever.  The clean-up effort in Texas was 

barely underway when meteorologists began predicting that Hurricane Irma was going to 

be a second major hurricane that would also strike the United States – only this time in 

Florida.  

(ii). Hurricane Irma Devastates Florida. 

19. A week after Harvey’s devastation in Texas, as Hurricane Irma tracked 

toward Florida, one meteorologist warned “The U.S. has never been hit, since we started 

collecting records in 1851, by two Category 4 or stronger hurricanes in the same 

season.”
5
  On September 10, 2017, Irma hit the Florida Keys as a Category 4 hurricane 

and then plowed its way northward over almost the entire Florida peninsula, causing 

massive amounts of damages throughout nearly the entire state.  Attached hereto as 

Exhibit “C” is a copy of FEMA’s Florida Disaster Declaration showing all of the affected 

areas designated within the declaration.  FEMA made an unprecedented designation of 

no less than forty-two (42) counties being eligible for its Public Assistance Program. 

20. Irma then worked its way into Georgia where it continued to cause 

extensive damages throughout that state. Attached hereto as Exhibit “D” is a copy of 

FEMA’s Georgia Disaster Declaration showing all of the affected areas designated within 

the declaration.  Like Hurricane Harvey, Irma similarly caused large numbers of the 

remaining available subcontractors (who did not previously go to Texas), to head into 

several of the most significantly affected areas, including the Florida Keys (portions of 

                                                
5
 Nsikan Akpan, First Harvey, now Irma. Why are so many hurricanes hitting the U.S.?, PBS NEWSHOUR, Sep. 5, 

2017, available at:  http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/first-harvey-now-irma-many-hurricanes-hitting-u-s/  

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/first-harvey-now-irma-many-hurricanes-hitting-u-s/
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which were devastated by Irma); Miami-Dade County (which also sustained extensive 

damages); Collier and Lee Counties on the Southwest Florida coast; Duval County 

(where Jacksonville suffered substantial flood damage); and also into many counties in 

Georgia.   

(iii). Hurricane Maria Devastates Puerto Rico. 

21. As if Hurricanes Harvey and Irma were not enough, ten (10) days after 

Hurricane Irma hit Florida, on September 20, 2017, Hurricane Maria (another incredibly 

intense Category 4, and almost Category 5, storm), slammed directly into Puerto Rico 

causing catastrophic damages from which the island likely will not recover for years.  

The extent of the recovery efforts that are now required there are staggering. The three 

(3) punches of Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria have taxed the nation’s ability to 

conduct emergency debris removal operations in ways that have never before been 

experienced.   

D. The Significant And Unprecedented Effects Of Hurricanes 

Harvey, Irma & Maria On The Availability Of Resources To 

Perform Disaster Recovery Work. 

 

22. The severity of the above described hurricanes, and the magnitude of 

damages they caused in such a short period of time is important to bear in mind.  When 

the skies cleared after Harvey hit Texas; immediately followed by Irma hitting Florida; 

immediately followed by Maria hitting Puerto Rico (most recently followed by Nate 

having just hit the Gulf Coast), there was a desperate need for all the companies that 

serve as subcontractors who perform disaster recovery work including their trucks, 

loaders, other equipment, and manpower, in a multitude of different places all at the 
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same time.  This includes Texas; the Florida Keys; nearly all counties throughout 

Florida; multiple counties throughout Georgia; all of Puerto Rico (and now in the Gulf 

Coast after Nate). In short, there simply has never been such a widespread, 

simultaneous demand for disaster recovery services including debris removal in the 

wake of any storm. 

23. Immediately before Hurricane Irma hit Florida, Ashbritt’s contracts with 

numerous governmental agencies in Florida were activated. Ashbritt was already fully 

engaged in the process of seeking out subcontractors required to perform the massive 

amounts of recovery work under all those activated contracts.  However, given the 

massive and widespread back-to-back impacts and catastrophic damages initially caused 

by Harvey and then by Irma, Ashbritt (and all the other major disaster recovery 

companies), faced tremendous difficulties in obtaining such scarce resources – which 

only became even more scarce after Hurricane Maria then hit Puerto Rico. 

24. As a result of these completely unprecedented circumstances, which no 

one could have ever possibly predicted (three major devastating hurricanes hitting three 

different widespread areas all within less than a one month period), the market for 

disaster recovery work and the subcontractors’ services exploded. Demand for these 

subcontractors simply, and drastically, vastly exceeded supply.  The scarce number of 

remaining subcontractors, and their equipment, that were still available could follow the 

market and go to the multitude of areas that also desperately needed such recovery work 

where they could be paid at much higher rates that were way beyond the market norms 

and pricing for such services.  
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E. The Significant And Unprecedented Effects Of These 

Hurricanes And The Florida DOT And Miami-Dade County’s 

Actions On The Market And Pricing For Disaster Recovery 

Services.  

 

25. The events in Florida in the wake of Hurricane Irma cannot be understood 

without recognizing the emergency actions that were initially taken by Houston; then by 

the Florida DOT and Miami-Dade County, Florida; and by a handful of other 

jurisdictions - all of which established a new and vastly increased market rate for 

debris removal services in the unprecedented wake of these hurricanes.  As 

Hurricane Irma was plowing its way up the Florida peninsula on September 11
th

, the 

Mayor of Houston was faced with a dilemma created by the unprecedented demand for 

resources. He decided the negotiated rate for debris removal of $7.69/cy
 
would not be 

sufficient to keep the subcontractors with critical self-loader equipment in Texas. So, 

despite the risk that FEMA would decline to reimburse Houston in full, he directed his 

legal team to renegotiate rates for debris removal services.
6
 

26. By September 12
th

, Irma was done wreaking its havoc in Florida and went 

on to cause further damage in Georgia, South Carolina, and elsewhere. The race was then 

on to attract the vital trucks and self-loaders necessary to perform debris removal work.
7
  

As mentioned above, Houston’s Mayor directed his legal staff to negotiate higher rates, 

and FEMA subsequently agreed to increase Houston’s reimbursement rate to 

                                                
6
 Mike Morris, Competition for trucks, better pay from Irma could slow Harvey debris removal, HOUSTON 

CHRON.,  Sept. 12, 2017, available at: http://www.chron.com/news/politics/houston/article/Competition-for-trucks-

better-pay-from-Irma-12193048.php  
7
 According to FEMA guidelines, debris must be loaded by self-loader, not by hand.  Thus, beyond being efficient, 

having these hard-to-source self-loaders is a mandatory pre-requisite to FEMA reimbursement of debris removal 

costs. 

http://www.chron.com/news/politics/houston/article/Competition-for-trucks-better-pay-from-Irma-12193048.php
http://www.chron.com/news/politics/houston/article/Competition-for-trucks-better-pay-from-Irma-12193048.php
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almost $12/cy.
8
  Even at that increased rate, Houston’s Mayor said he was told “you have 

to be in the upper teens, in order to bring [additional contractors].” Id.  Miami-Dade 

County, Florida (eager to begin its debris removal), conducted its own emergency 

procurement which resulted in increased rates ranging from $14.75/cy
 
to $18.75/cy.   

27. On September 12
th

, the Florida DOT, District VI (covering the counties of  

Miami-Dade and Monroe), also began an emergency procurement for, among other 

things, debris removal on impacted roadways.  In doing so, the DOT ignored pre-existing 

contracts at lower rates with six (6) firms, including Ashbritt.  The next day (September 

13
th

), the DOT awarded contracts at a combined rate for ROW debris removal, 

DMS, and Grinding of $23.00/cy.  Notably, the DOT rejected Ashbritt’s bid which had 

offered a combined rate of under $14.00/cy, which was less than its pre-existing contract 

price.
9
   

28. To illustrate the significant disruption in the market caused by the DOT’s 

emergency procurement, DOT agreed to prices of $969.00 and $250.00, respectively, 

for the two (2) contractors who went to work in Monroe County after Irma for removal of 

white goods (refrigerators/freezers, etc.), to the temporary debris management sites.  In 

the pre-position contracts that the DOT ignored, the average price for removal of white 

goods to the temporary debris management sites, including all six (6) contractors, was 

$98.00.   

                                                
8
 Cameron Langford, Houston Leaders Spar Over Harvey Debris Cleanup, Courthouse News, Sep. 20, 2017, 

available at:  https://www.courthousenews.com/houston-leaders-spar-harvey-debris-cleanup/ 
9
 Most discussion of debris removal cost focuses on the ROW number alone rather than adding the usually more 

stable DMS cost.  In the DOT emergency bid, however, the successful offeror spread its increases over both ROW 

and DMS and, therefore, the true picture of the extent of the increase comes only from considering the combined 

number. 

https://www.courthousenews.com/houston-leaders-spar-harvey-debris-cleanup/
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29. One aspect of DOT’s emergency procurement that was extremely 

disruptive to the marketplace is found in the pricing of putrescent debris removal from 

the DMS locations to permitted final disposal sites.  In every major disaster of the 

severity and magnitude of Hurricane Irma, catastrophic damages and power outages 

lasting for days would be expected in the hardest hit communities.  Power outages lead to 

putrescent debris in every such instance from food spoilage in all the refrigerators and 

freezers that are not being powered by generators.  As such, bid prices for this particular 

contract line item must be carefully analyzed for cost reasonableness against previously 

submitted prices for the same contract line item.   

30. Hurricane Irma resulted in the collection of more than 1,500 putrescent 

food-containing refrigerators and freezers by each of the two (2) contractors performing 

this function in Monroe County.  The amount of putrescent food resulting from those 

1,500 units brought to the DMS locations will be 40,000 pounds (or more), which enables  

a cost reasonableness analysis.  In the DOT emergency procurement, DOT agreed to 

a price of $194.00 and $50.00 per pound of putrescent food taken to final disposal.   

31. The calculations resulting from the above, which have been confirmed on 

the ground in Monroe County, are as follows: 

CONTRACTOR #1 DOT EMERGENCY BID: 

 

REMOVE PUTRESCENT FOOD 40,000 LBS X $194.00 PER POUND = 

$7,760,000.00 

 

COLLECT 1,500 REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS 

1,500 COLLECTED X $969.00 = $1,453,500.00 

 

TOTAL FOR DOT EMERGENCY CONTRACTOR #1 = $9,213,500.00 
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CONTRACTOR #2 DOT EMERGENCY BID: 

 

REMOVE PUTRESCENT FOOD 40,000 LBS X $50.00 PER POUND = 

$2,000,000.00 

 

COLLECT 1,500 REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS 

1,500 COLLECTED X $250.00 = $375,000.00 

 

TOTAL FOR DOT EMERGENCY CONTRACTOR #2 = $2,375,000.00 

 

 

AVERAGE OF ALL SIX (6) DOT DISTRICT VI PRE-POSITION 

CONTRACTS WHICH DOT IGNORED: 

 

REMOVE PUTRESCENT FOOD 40,000 LBS X $6.16 PER POUND = 

$246,400.00 

 

COLLECT 1,500 REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS 

1,500 COLLECTED X $98.00 = $147,000.00 

 

TOTAL FOR ALL SIX (6) DOT DISTRICT VI  

PRE STORM CONTRACTORS = $390,400.00 

 

32. The foregoing reflects how DOT’s actions were an integral part of how and 

why the market and pricing for subcontractors’ services was completely disrupted, and 

how the market exploded as a result of such unforeseeable actions. Several Florida news 

sources reported the bidding war over resources that erupted in the first week following 

the aftermath of Irma’s landfall: 

 Sarasota County had standing contracts with a debris collection rate of 

about $8/cy with a different prime contractor (Crowder Gulf), but 

Sarasota’s Emergency Services Director, Rich Collins, acknowledged 

for “emergency contracts put in place down south, that rate is up to 

$15, $18 a cubic yard.”
10

  [Emphasis added]. 

                                                
10

 Zach Murdock, Sarasota County scrambling after clean-up crews ride south, HERALD-TRIBUNE, Sep. 22, 2017, 

available at:  http://www.heraldtribune.com/news/20170922/sarasota-county-scrambling-after-clean-up-crews-ride-

south  

http://www.heraldtribune.com/news/20170922/sarasota-county-scrambling-after-clean-up-crews-ride-south
http://www.heraldtribune.com/news/20170922/sarasota-county-scrambling-after-clean-up-crews-ride-south
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 Tampa Bay’s Public Works Administrator, Brad Baird, said its debris 

removal contractor (Ceres) had a contracted rate of $9.77/cy but south 

Florida rates of $15/cy
 
were impacting Tampa Bay’s clean-up effort 

as well.
11

  Tampa later raised its rates to $11/cy.
12

    

 Largo lodged the same complaint.  According to its Public Works 

Director, Brian Usher, Largo’s debris removal contractor (DRC 

Emergency Services) “struggles to find subcontractors.  Many have 

gone to Houston, Miami or Fort Myers.”
13

  [Emphasis added] 

 Among the Florida jurisdictions that chose to raise pre-negotiated prices 

was Seminole County which revised its agreement with Ceres 

Environmental that was initially at a contracted rate of $7.49/cy,
 

increasing the rate to more than double to $15.48/cy.
14

 

33. In light of the foregoing, Ashbritt faced significant challenges in obtaining 

the scarce number of available subcontractors unless it agreed to pay them at the 

substantially higher rates established as a result of the total disruption in the market due 

to the never before seen levels of demand for their services and resulting price 

increases.
15

  Frustrated elected officials and administrators throughout Florida 

complained loudly to the State about these circumstances but many of these same 

officials and administrators acknowledged that they were in competition with their sister 

jurisdictions for the same scarce subcontract resources.       

                                                
11

 Ryan Smith, Debris pickup trucks ditch Tampa for South Florida, ABC ACTION NEWS, Sep. 22, 2017, available 

at: http://www.abcactionnews.com/news/region-tampa/debris-pickup-trucks-ditch-tampa-for-south-florida  
12

 Richard Danielson, Tampa hires second contractor to pick up Hurricane Irma debris, TAMPA BAY TIMES, Oct. 2, 

2017, http://www.tampabay.com/news/weather/hurricanes/tampa-hires-second-contractor-to-pick-up-hurricane-

irma-debris/2338950  
13

 Richard Danielson et al., South Florida poaches debris pickup trucks once headed to Tampa Bay, TAMPA BAY 

TIMES, Sep. 22, 2017, available at:  http://www.tampabay.com/news/weather/hurricanes/south-florida-poaches-

debris-pickup-trucks-once-slotted-for-tampa/2338455  
14

 Stephen Hudak, FEMA rules about gated communities muddle cleanup of Hurricane Irma debris, ORLANDO 

SENTINEL, Sep. 26, 2017, available at:  http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/hurricane-irma-recovery/os-irma-

debris-gated-communities-20170926-story.html  
15

 It was not just difficulty in “obtaining” the subcontractors but once obtained, the ability to “retain” them when 

several other cities and jurisdictions were offering to pay much higher rates for their services. 

http://www.abcactionnews.com/news/region-tampa/debris-pickup-trucks-ditch-tampa-for-south-florida
http://www.tampabay.com/news/weather/hurricanes/tampa-hires-second-contractor-to-pick-up-hurricane-irma-debris/2338950
http://www.tampabay.com/news/weather/hurricanes/tampa-hires-second-contractor-to-pick-up-hurricane-irma-debris/2338950
http://www.tampabay.com/news/weather/hurricanes/south-florida-poaches-debris-pickup-trucks-once-slotted-for-tampa/2338455
http://www.tampabay.com/news/weather/hurricanes/south-florida-poaches-debris-pickup-trucks-once-slotted-for-tampa/2338455
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/hurricane-irma-recovery/os-irma-debris-gated-communities-20170926-story.html
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/hurricane-irma-recovery/os-irma-debris-gated-communities-20170926-story.html
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34. Apopka Mayor Joe Kilsheimer noted that Hurricane Harvey had “sucked 

up a lot of the resources.”
16

 [Emphasis added].  Mayor Kilsheimer also said “cities in 

South Florida were paying double the prices and so that’s where all the sub-

contractors are going.”
17

 [Emphasis added].  Sarasota County’s emergency operations 

chief, Rich Collins, said subcontractors came through Sarasota County and said “We’re 

moving south, where we can make more money.”
18

  [Emphasis added]. 

F. Ashbritt’s Temporary Contract Modifications With Eight (8) 

Cities. 

 

35. Ashbritt’s contracts in Florida were negotiated at prices generally ranging 

from $5.00 to $7.50/cy for ROW debris removal.  These rates were consistent with those 

in the industry generally and based upon widely accepted projections of future needs for 

emergency debris removal work.  The rates were informed by experience with major 

storms of all sizes, including some of the biggest storms on record, such as Hurricanes 

Katrina, Wilma, Ike, Sandy, and Matthew.  Emergency debris removal work has always 

relied on a network of free-agent subcontractors that emerge with the trucks and 

equipment necessary to clean-up after hurricanes.   

  

                                                
16

 Stephen Hudak, Hurricane Irma:  Cities, counties scramble to find crews to pick up mess after contractors bail, 

ORLANDO SENTINEL, Sep. 21, 2017, available at:   http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/hurricane-irma-

recovery/os-hurricane-irma-storm-debris-contractor-problems-20170921-story.html  
17

 Mark Lehman, Gov. Scott: Debris removal stalemate must end, Sep. 22, 2017, CLICK ORLANDO, available at:  

https://www.clickorlando.com/news/gov-scott-calling-for-debris-removal-companies-to-honor-contracts  
18

 Steve Bousquet, Looks like there’s a bidding war for Irma debris removal. South Florida is winning., MIAMI 

HERALD, Sep. 21, 2017,  Available at: http://www.miamiherald.com/news/weather/hurricane/article174685051.html  

http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/hurricane-irma-recovery/os-hurricane-irma-storm-debris-contractor-problems-20170921-story.html
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/hurricane-irma-recovery/os-hurricane-irma-storm-debris-contractor-problems-20170921-story.html
https://www.clickorlando.com/news/gov-scott-calling-for-debris-removal-companies-to-honor-contracts
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/weather/hurricane/article174685051.html
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36. However, when Ashbritt negotiated its Florida contracts, neither Ashbritt 

nor the municipalities it serves could have ever possibly anticipated the unprecedented 

strain on subcontractor resources caused by Hurricanes Harvey and Irma, back-to-back, 

followed shortly thereafter by Maria and most recently Nate.  The shocking 

combination of impacts caused by these hurricanes created more demand for debris 

removal resources all at one time than ever before. 

37. The unavoidable economic consequences triggered by demand of this 

unprecedented magnitude were exacerbated when the Florida DOT (District VI), and 

Miami-Dade County effectively re-set the entire market rate for debris removal at 

$15/cy and above; essentially DOUBLING the pre-existing contract rates.  Despite 

this, Ashbritt continued to perform its work at its original contract prices in existing pre-

position agreements when Irma hit.         

 38. The only exceptions are a handful of Ashbritt’s clients in South Florida 

who reacted to the DOT and Miami-Dade County’s actions as more particularly 

described hereinabove.  Within seven (7) to ten (10) days after DOT and Miami-Dade 

County’s actions, the cities of Key Biscayne; Pompano Beach; Delray Beach; Deerfield 

Beach; Boca Raton; Miami Beach; Tamarac; and Parkland all made decisions to adjust 

their pre-existing contract rates with Ashbritt.
19
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 Recognizing the scarcity of resources and the need to prevent subcontractors from being poached and their fleeing 

to other areas where they could be paid more money, numerous cities throughout Florida have been increasing the 

rates they are paying including, by way of example, the cities of Miramar and Sunrise.  The City of Sunrise recently 

entered into an amendment of its contract with the Crowder-Gulf Joint Venture, Inc. disaster recovery company 

which expressly recognizes this very problem as the amendment states the following, in pertinent part:  

“WHEREAS, Broward County and City [Sunrise] followed FEMA rules and had pre-positioned contracts that 

established a particular rate for storm debris collection and disposal. Miami Dade County did not and had a pre-

qualified list and just had an emergency bid. They are now paying vendors approximately DOUBLE what 
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 39. Fearful that the subcontractors performing work within their communities 

would leave to seek the higher rates in Miami-Dade County and other jurisdictions, these 

cities concluded, after holding public hearings, that the only way to prevent a mass 

exodus was to modify their existing contracts with Ashbritt to match the new and higher 

going market rate.  All of these modifications were approved by the applicable city 

managers, city attorneys, and City Commissions by unanimous approval after 

holding public hearings and were the result of the above discussed governmental 

actions of increasing prices and disrupting the marketplace. 

40. The price increases in these modifications never exceeded the $15.00/cy 

price set by Miami Dade, County.  Critically, these increases were in direct response to 

these particular cities concern that they not lose critical debris removal assets.  These 

cities believed that they needed to address the inevitable rate shopping that was already 

occurring and further likely to take place among equipment owner-operators and 

subcontractors, who were effectively free agents willing to go to any area that would pay 

them the most.  

  

                                                                                                                                                       
Broward’s approved/restricted FEMA contracts allow. All of the sub-contractors are fleeing Broward to 

work in Miami. Further, DOT has Emergency Debris contracts that also pay much higher rates to vendors, 

which DOT utilized in Monroe County and again everyone left Broward. Georgia by Executive Order is using 

an Army Corp. contract that is even paying more so again sub-contractors are fleeing for more pay…”.  

[Emphasis added] 
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G. Ashbritt’s Promise To The Eight (8) Cities To Roll Back All 

Pricing To The Original Pricing Once Market Stabilization Was 

Achieved. 

 

41. During the discussions and public hearings with these eight (8) cities, 

Ashbritt informed them that it was hopeful that the market for equipment and personnel 

necessary to perform debris cleanup would stabilize in the near future.  In the event the 

market did stabilize, Ashbritt would work with the cities to reduce any price increase to 

which they were agreeing.  In keeping with this promise, Ashbritt appeared before the 

City Commissions of Parkland and Tamarac on Wednesday, October 11
th

 and 

informed each that the market and supply of equipment and resources have 

stabilized sufficiently such that Ashbritt was unilaterally rolling back any price 

increases.  As Ashbritt has not yet rendered any invoices to these cities, they will 

only be billed at the original contract rates and will not be billed any increased 

prices.  The remaining six (6) cities will be receiving the same notification from 

Ashbritt over the next few days; meaning that no city will have been billed, let alone 

paid, anything above the original agreed contract rates.  

III. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

42. Despite all of the foregoing, on October 2, 2017 the Attorney General 

issued and served the Subpoena upon Ashbritt a copy of which is attached hereto as 

Exhibit “E.”  The Subpoena states that it is “issued pursuant to Florida’s Deceptive and 

Unfair Trade Practices Act, Chapter 501, Part II, Florida Statutes, and Section 501.160, 

Florida Statutes, Rental or Sale of Essential Commodities During a Declared State of 
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Emergency: Prohibition Against Unconscionable Prices, in the course of an official 

investigation.”  [See, Page #1].  

43. The Subpoena reflects that the nature of the Attorney General’s 

investigation is whether Ashbritt violated Florida’s Deceptive And Unfair Trade Practices 

Act as set forth in Part II of Chapter 501 of the Florida Statutes (“FDUTPA”). 

Specifically, the Attorney General is, apparently, investigating whether Ashbritt’s 

contract modifications with the above discussed eight (8) cities violated the Price 

Gouging law, and thus, violated FDUTPA.  That is the only violation of FDUTPA 

which the Subpoena reflects is being investigated by the Attorney General.  For the 

reasons set forth in this Petition, the Subpoena must be quashed as a matter of law. 

IV. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

44. The Subpoena must be quashed, as a matter of law, for the following 

reasons: 

 The Attorney General’s investigation cannot proceed since it lacks 

the required foundation – legally sufficient evidence leading the 

Attorney General to reasonably believe that Ashbritt violated the 

Price Gouging law;  

 

 The contract modifications do not violate the Price Gouging law 

since they were all approved by the applicable governmental 

agencies - the eight (8) cities discussed above.  As such, the Price 

Gouging law was not violated and therefore there is no violation of 

FDUTPA; 

 

 The contract modifications were only on a temporary basis as 

Ashbritt advised the eight (8) cities that prices would be rolled back 

to the original pricing once the market stabilized (which has now 

occurred). As a result, Ashbritt has rolled back the pricing to the 

original prices and none of these cities have been (nor will they be), 

invoiced by Ashbritt for any increased pricing; 
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 The price increases in the contract modifications with the eight (8) 

cities were not “unconscionable”, as a matter of law, since they are 

lower than the price increases established by the Florida DOT and 

Miami-Dade County in their post Hurricane Irma emergency 

procurements; 

 

 The Subpoena seeks information and documents focusing on 

whether Ashbritt breached its contracts with the eight (8) cities by 

obtaining the contract modifications. While Ashbritt maintains that it 

committed no such breaches (as all modifications were approved by 

the eight (8) cities), nonetheless, a breach of contract claim is not 

converted into a FDUTPA claim/violation merely by virtue of 

characterizing the alleged breach as being “unfair” and/or 

“deceptive”; 

 

 The Attorney General’s Subpoena reflects that its investigation 

arises out of and focuses on alleged price gouging in the eight (8) 

cities. As the Price Gouging law contains an exception that is 

controlling (the governmental agencies approved the price 

increase), the more general provisions of FDUTPA cannot now be 

used by the Attorney General as a “substitute” to pursue these same 

issues; and 

 

 Before requiring Ashbritt to respond to any portion of the Subpoena, 

the Court should order an evidentiary hearing and require the 

Attorney General to introduce some legally sufficient predicate 

evidence of a violation of the Price Gouging law which can serve as 

a basis for the Attorney General's FDUTPA violation investigation. 

 

 45. While the Subpoena must be quashed, as a matter of law, for the above 

reasons, in the event it is not quashed, it must be substantially modified and narrowed in 

scope since it is extremely overbroad; unduly burdensome; seeks documents which are 

confidential, proprietary, and/or trade secrets of Ashbritt; seeks thousands upon 

thousands of pages of documents which are matters of Public Record which the Attorney 

General can readily obtain directly from the counties/cities; and many of the categories 

seek documents which are simply irrelevant to the Attorney General’s alleged FDUTPA 
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investigation which the Subpoena reflects is only based upon an alleged violation of 

Florida’s Price Gouging law as relating to the eight (8) cities discussed above.
20

 

V. ARGUMENT 

A. The Attorney General’s Subpoena Is Fully Subject To The 

Jurisdiction Of This Court Which Has The Power To Quash Or 

Modify The Subpoena. 

 

46. Fla. Stat. §501.206(1) authorizes the Attorney General to “administer oaths 

and affirmations, subpoena witnesses or matter, and collect evidence” if the Attorney 

General “has reason to believe that a person has engaged in, or is engaging in, an act      

or practice that violates” FDUTPA. However, that investigatory power is not boundless. 

Accordingly, §501.206(1) expressly permits this Court to review and quash (or modify), 

a subpoena issued by the Attorney General: 

Within 5 days, excluding weekends and legal holidays, after 

the service of a subpoena or at any time before the return date 

specified therein, whichever is longer, the party served may 

file in the circuit court in the county in which he or she 

resides or in which he or she transacts business and serve 

upon the enforcing authority a petition for an order 

modifying or setting aside the subpoena. The petitioner 

may raise any objection or privilege which would be available 

under this chapter or upon service of such subpoena in a civil 

action.   [Emphasis added] 
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 By way of example, the Attorney General does not limit its Subpoena to just the eight (8) cities where price 

increases were approved.  Rather, the Subpoena covers ALL cities and counties in Florida where Ashbritt has pre-

position contracts.  Producing these documents would take months to gather and would be comprised of tens of 

thousands of pages – many of which are Public Records which the Attorney General can readily obtain directly from 

the cities. 
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47.  While conducting such a review, this Court must be cognizant that “[t]he 

Fourth Amendment . . . limit[s] the scope of investigatory power exercised by federal  

and state agencies.” Major League Baseball v. Crist, 331 F.3d 1177, 1187 (11th Cir. 

2001). See also, Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc. v. State, 790 So.2d 454, 459 (Fla. 5th DCA 

2001) (“Overbroad or unreasonable subpoenas, including investigative subpoenas, violate 

the Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable searches and seizures”). While 

Congress and state legislatures may permissibly grant broad investigative authority to 

agencies, that power does not extend to “fishing expeditions” predicated on “a mere 

intuition that illegal activity is afoot.” Major League Baseball, 331 F.3d at 1187.  See 

also, Brasky v. City of New York Dept. of Investigation, 40 A.D.3d 531, 533 (N.Y. App. 

Div 2007) (“no agency of government may conduct an unlimited and general inquisition 

into the affairs of persons within its jurisdiction solely on the prospect of possible 

violations of the law being discovered, especially with respect to subpoenas duces 

tecum”) (internal citation omitted). Accordingly, an agency cannot issue an investigative 

subpoena unless “a reasonably prudent person would be warranted in the belief that a 

person or other enterprise who is the subject of the subpoena has engaged in, or is 

engaging in, activity in violation of the [law].” Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc., 790 So.2d 

at 458.  

48. The Major League Baseball decision is instructive. The Attorney General 

issued investigatory subpoenas to Major League Baseball, its commissioner, and the 

owners of two professional baseball teams. Id. at 1180. The subpoenas were issued 

pursuant to the Attorney General’s authority under Florida’s antitrust statute and sought a 
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wide range of information and documentation related to a vote in favor of eliminating 

several teams from the league. Id. The recipients responded by filing an action wherein 

they challenged the subpoenas, arguing that professional baseball’s antitrust exemption 

gave the recipients a “federal right” to be free from such an investigation. Id. The district 

court agreed and entered a judgment in favor of the recipients. Id. at 1182-1183. The 

Eleventh Circuit subsequently affirmed that ruling, albeit for a different reason – it held 

the Attorney General’s subpoenas violated the recipients’ right to be free from baseless 

investigations. Id. at 1186-1188.  

49.  The Eleventh Circuit began its analysis by noting that the “business of 

baseball” is immune from prosecution under federal and state antitrust laws. Id. at 1183-

1187. Since the vote to eliminate several teams fell squarely within the “business of 

baseball,” the Eleventh Circuit determined that such conduct could not “possibly violate 

state or federal antitrust laws.” Id. at 1189. Absent such a potential violation of the law, 

“an investigation based solely upon contraction is baseless and therefore violates the 

Fourth Amendment and Florida law – both which limit the scope of the Attorney 

General’s authority to issue investigative subpoenas.” Id. In so ruling, the Eleventh 

Circuit rejected the Attorney General’s contention that his subpoenas were proper 

because they might reveal illegal activity by unknown non-baseball entities, stating in 

relevant part:   

The Attorney General’s brief reveals his broad (and incorrect) 

view of the investigatory discretion vested in his Office . . . 

[T]he Attorney General has no idea what illegal activity 

might have occurred, or who might have engaged in this 

conduct. Even so, the Attorney General believes he has the 
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power to commence a full-blown investigation. Although the 

Attorney General need not have absolute proof of a violation 

prior to commencing an investigation (otherwise, what would 

be the point of conducting an investigation in the first place?), 

Florida law and the Constitution clearly require that the 

Attorney General have something. Id at 1187 n. 23 (emphasis 

in original).  

 

See also, Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc., 790 So.2d at 457-478 (“The level of proof 

required of the investigative agency must suggest something more than a fishing 

expedition, and something less than probable cause”).  

50.  Since federal and state agencies are not allowed to engage in “fishing 

expeditions,” any investigatory subpoena issued by such an agency must be closely 

scrutinized to ensure that it complies with the reasonableness standard compelled by     

the Fourth Amendment. See, e.g., Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc., 790 So.2d at 458-459; 

Major League Baseball, 331 F.3d at 1187; U.S. v. Gurley, 384 F.3d 316, 321 (6th Cir. 

2004); EEOC v. Nucor Steel Gallatin, 184 F.Supp.3d 561, 568 n. 7 (E.D. Ky. 2016). The 

reasonableness standard requires a court to examine: (1) whether the agency issuing the 

subpoena was authorized by law to do so; (2) whether the materials requested are relevant 

to an authorized investigation; and (3) whether the items sought are described with 

particularity and definiteness. See, e.g., Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc., 790 So.2d at 459; 

Gurley, 384 F.3d at 321; Nucor Steel Gallatin, 184 F.Supp.3d at 568 n. 7; Dean v. State, 

478 So.2d 38, 40 (Fla. 1985);  Fla. Dept. of Insurance and Treasurer v. Bankers 

Insurance Co., 694 So.2d 70, 73 (Fla. 1st DCA 1997). Since relevancy and adequacy or 

excess in breadth of a subpoena are matters variable in relation to the nature, purposes 
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and scope of inquiry, “each investigatory subpoena must be evaluated on its own merits.” 

Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc., 790 So.2d at 460.  

51. In this instance, the Attorney General issued the Subpoena to Ashbritt 

pursuant to Fla. Stat. §501.206(1). Thus, as a threshold matter, this Court must 

determine “whether under the circumstances a reasonably prudent person would be 

warranted in the belief that [Ashbritt] has engaged in, or is engaging in, activity in 

violation of [FDUTPA].” Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc., 790 So.2d at 458. See also, State 

Office of Attorney General v. Shapiro & Fishman, LLP, 59 So.3d 353, 356 (Fla. 4
th

 DCA 

2011) (explaining “there . . . has to be a statutory basis for the issuance of a subpoena that 

is moored to a particular statute, that being FDUTPA in this case”); Law Office of David 

J. Stern, P.A. v. State, 83 So.3d 847, 849 (Fla. 4
th

 DCA 2011). If a reasonable person  

would conclude that Ashbritt’s alleged conduct does not violate FDUTPA, the Attorney 

General lacked authority to issue the Subpoena and it must be quashed. See, e.g., Shapiro 

& Fishman, LLP, 59 So.3d at 356-357 (affirming order that quashed investigatory 

subpoena issued by the Attorney General because law firm’s conduct did “not fall within 

the rubric of ‘trade or commerce’ as required for civil investigative subpoenas under 

FDUTPA”); Law Office of David J. Stern, P.A., 83 So.3d at 849 (reversing denial of law 

firm’s petition to quash investigatory subpoena issued by the Attorney General on same 

grounds).   For the reasons set forth in Sections V.B – G below, the Subpoena must be 

quashed, as a matter of law, since there is no reason to believe that Ashbritt violated 

FDUTPA since it did not engage in conduct proscribed by the Price Gouging law. 
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52.  However, in the event this Court determines that the Attorney General had 

the statutory authority to issue the Subpoena, this Court must then examine whether the 

Subpoena is “properly limited in scope, relevant in purpose, and specific in directive.” 

Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc., 790 So.2d at 460 (quoting Dean, 478 So.2d at 40). See also 

Bankers Insurance Co., 694 So.2d at 73 (explaining that “the circuit court must also 

determine, in a case where a resisting party properly raises such issues, whether an 

agency’s investigatory subpoena is overly broad or otherwise unduly burdensome, and 

whether enforcement would violate some privilege or constitutional right”); Imparato v. 

Spicola, 238 So.2d 503, 511 (Fla. 2nd DCA 1970) (“A subpoena duces tecum may not 

lawfully require production of a mass of books and papers, merely so that one may search 

through all of them to gather evidence; and an omnibus subpoena for all, or even a 

substantial part, of the books and records of the subpoenaed party is invalid”).  

53. If the Subpoena is overbroad, unduly burdensome, indefinite, or violates 

some privilege or constitutional right, it must be modified prior to enforcement. See, e.g., 

Check ‘n  Go of Florida, Inc., 790 So.2d at 460 (holding investigatory subpoena issued 

by Attorney General was overbroad and could not be enforced as written); Advance 

America v. State of Florida, Office Of The Attorney General, Department Of Legal 

Affairs, 801 So.2d 310 (Fla. 1
st
 DCA 2001) (same); Brasky, 40 A.D.3d at 533 (affirming 

denial of motion to quash investigatory subpoena but modifying subpoena on the grounds 

it was overbroad and would violate petitioner’s federal and state privilege against self-

incrimination).  In the event that the Subpoena is not quashed for all of the reasons set 
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forth in Sections V.B – G below, then its scope must be substantially narrowed in 

accordance with Ashbritt’s objections as discussed in Section V.H below.   

B. Ashbritt Did Not Violate The Price Gouging Law (And   

  Therefore No FDUTPA Violation Exists) As The Contract  

  Modifications Were All Approved By The Applicable   

  Governmental Agencies – The Eight (8) Cities. 

 

 54. The very first page of the Subpoena reflects that it has been issued by the 

Attorney General to investigate whether Ashbritt violated the Price Gouging law as a 

predicate to a violation of FDUTPA. To this end, the Price Gouging statute states the 

following in sub-section two (2): 

Upon a declaration of a state of emergency by the Governor, 

it is unlawful and a violation of s. 501.204
21

 for a person or 

her or his agent or employee to rent or sell or offer to rent 

or sell at an unconscionable price within the area for 

which the state of emergency is declared, any essential 

commodity including, but not limited to, supplies, 

services, provisions, or equipment that is necessary for 

consumption or use as a direct result of the emergency. 

This prohibition is effective not to exceed 60 days under the 

initial declared state of emergency as defined in s. 252.36(2) 

and shall be renewed by statement in any subsequent 

renewals of the declared state of emergency by the Governor.  

[Emphasis added] 

 

 55. As the above quoted statutory language reflects, there can be no violation 

of FDUTPA if a violation of the Price Gouging law does not exist.  Here, the Attorney 

General’s Subpoena seeks a myriad of documents from Ashbritt relating to the pricing 

modifications in Ashbritt's contracts with the eight (8) cities discussed above, presumably 
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 Section 501.204 is within the FDUTPA and states the following in sub-division one (1): "Unfair methods of 

competition, unconscionable acts or practices, and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or 

commerce are hereby declared unlawful." 
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to examine whether or not they constitute an "unconscionable price" within the meaning 

of the Price Gouging law.   

56. First and foremost, the contract modifications cannot be characterized as 

constituting “unconscionable prices” based on: (i) the significantly increased rates that 

were set by the Florida DOT and Miami-Dade County as discussed at length above;  

(ii) all of the unprecedented circumstances relating to the back-to-back devastating 

hurricanes discussed above; and (iii) such pricing only being on a temporary basis which 

has now been unilaterally rolled back by Ashbritt due to stabilization of the market such 

that the cities will not even be charged/invoiced for a penny of increased pricing.   

57. Even more obviously, there can be no violation of the Price Gouging law, 

as a matter of law, because all of the contract modifications were approved by 

unanimous votes of the eight (8) City Commissions after public hearings all as more 

particularly discussed in Section II above.  In light of such approvals, there can be no 

cognizable violation of the Price Gouging law, which clearly states in sub-section four 

(4): 

A price increase approved by an appropriate government 

agency shall not be a violation of this section.  [Emphasis 

added] 

 

 58. The Florida Legislature was crystal clear in the words it chose in sub-

section four (4) of the Price Gouging law. If a price increase is approved by the 

appropriate governmental agency then it is not a violation of the Price Gouging law - 

period.  Sub-section four (4) is clear and unambiguous and in no need of any type of 

statutory construction.  "Legislative intent must be derived primarily from the words 
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expressed in the statute. If the language of the statute is clear and unambiguous, courts 

enforce the law according to its terms and there is no need to resort to rules of 

statutory construction. [footnote omitted] Even where a court is convinced that the 

Legislature really meant and intended something not expressed in the phraseology of the 

act, it will not deem itself authorized to depart from the plain meaning of the language 

which is free from ambiguity." See, Florida Department of Revenue v. Florida Municipal 

Power Agency, 789 So.2d 320, 323 (Fla. 2001); Hill v. State of Florida, 688 So.2d 901 

(Fla. 1996) (Judge Anstead's Concurrence) ("Accordingly, where a statute is clear and 

unambiguous, a court must enforce the law according to its terms and is precluded from 

construing the statute differently"). 

59. In light of the foregoing, the Subpoena must be quashed as a matter of law.  

It strains logic and reason to even try and characterize the price increases in the contract 

modifications as constituting “unconscionable prices” for the reasons set forth above.  

Moreover, there can be no violation of the Price Gouging law based on sub-section four 

(4) of the statute - since all eight (8) of the contract modifications were approved by 

unanimous votes of the City Commissions after public hearings.  Accordingly, there 

is no legally cognizable FDUTPA violation for the Attorney General to investigate, via 

the Subpoena, since there is no predicate violation of the Price Gouging law upon 

which the investigation is based. 
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C. Ashbritt Did Not Violate The Price Gouging Law (And 

Therefore No FDUTPA Violation Exists) As Ashbritt Has 

Already Rolled Back The Approved Increased Prices For The 

Eight (8) Cities To The Original Pre-Position Contract Prices. 

 

 60. The price increases in the contract modifications were a temporary measure 

as Ashbritt informed the eight (8) cities that the prices would be rolled back to the 

original pre-position contract prices once the market was stabilized and there was enough 

equipment and resources in the State to handle the cleanup.  In keeping with Ashbritt's 

representations to these cities whose contracts were temporarily modified, the market 

has since stabilized and earlier this week, Ashbritt appeared before the cities of Parkland 

and Tamarac and advised and confirmed that the price increases have been rolled back 

and that they will not be charged for any increased pricing.  Ashbritt is now in the 

process of contacting the remaining cities to advise them of the same - that all pricing has 

been rolled back to the original pricing and that they will not be charged for any 

increased pricing.  Notably, Ashbritt has not yet issued any invoices to any of these 

eight (8) cities for any portion of the recovery work it has performed to date. 

 61. In light of the foregoing, the Subpoena must be quashed, as a matter of law, 

since Ashbritt has not charged any pricing amounts, and will not charge any pricing 

amounts, other than the pricing set forth in the original pre-position contracts.  As 

such, there has been no violation of the Price Gouging law and thus no violation of 

FDUTPA requiring any investigation. 
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D. Ashbritt's Contract Modifications Do Not Constitute 

"Unconscionable Prices", As A Matter Of Law, As They Are 

Lower Than The Price Increases Established By The Florida 

DOT And Miami-Dade County In Their Post Hurricane Irma 

Emergency Procurements. 

 

 62. Sub-section two (2) of the Price Gouging law states that there must be an 

"unconscionable price" in order for a violation to exist: "Upon a declaration of a state of 

emergency by the Governor, it is unlawful and a violation of s. 501.204 for a person or 

her or his agent or employee to rent or sell or offer to rent or sell at an unconscionable 

price within the area for which the state of emergency is declared, any essential 

commodity including, but not limited to, supplies, services, provisions, or equipment that 

is necessary for consumption or use as a direct result of the emergency...". [Emphasis 

added]. The Attorney General's Subpoena seeks documents that focus on the price 

increases in Ashbritt's contract modifications with the eight (8) cities as part of its 

investigation of whether Ashbritt violated FDUTPA by violating the Price Gouging law.  

Yet, all of these price increases, were lower than the price increases that were agreed 

to/established by the Florida DOT and Miami-Dade County via their post 

Hurricane Irma emergency procurements as explained in detail in Section II above.   

 63. As stated in ExxonMobil Oil Corporation v. State of Florida, Department 

Of Agriculture And Consumer Services, 50 So.3d 755, 757 (Fla. 1st DCA 2010), the Price 

Gouging law "...prohibits unconscionable price increases, which it defines as a 'gross 

disparity' between the average cost of the commodity 30 days prior to a declared state of 

emergency and the current price of the commodity." It strains reason to suggest that 

Ashbritt's pricing increase in the contract modifications was in any way improper (much 
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less "unconscionable"), when such pricing did not even rise to the current level of 

increased pricing in the market as set by the Florida DOT and Miami-Dade County, 

Florida as a result of their post Hurricane Irma emergency procurements.    

 64. The Subpoena must be quashed since the contract modifications cannot and 

do not involve "unconscionable prices", as a matter of law, within the meaning of the 

Price Gouging law.   

E. The Price Increases In The Contract Modifications Are Purely 

Matters Of Contract Law Which Cannot Be Converted Into 

Alleged FDUTPA Violations. 

 

 65. The Subpoena reflects that the Attorney General's investigation focuses on 

Ashbritt's having requested that the (8) cities temporarily modify their existing contracts 

to allow for increased pricing in light of the market explosion and disruption that 

occurred after Hurricane Irma. Although couched under the label of a FDUTPA violation 

investigation, the essence of the investigation boils down to the Attorney General's 

suggestion that Ashbritt's requests for the modifications were breaches of its contracts 

with these eight (8) cities and that such breaches constitute unfair and deceptive conduct 

by Ashbritt.   

 66. However, the law is clear that alleged breaches of a contract are not subject 

to nor do they constitute violations of FDUTPA. See, Rebman v. Follet Higher Education 

Group, Inc., 575 F.Supp.2d 1272, 1279 (M.D. Fla. 2008).  As stated, in pertinent part, by 

the court in Rebman: 
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“…In this instance, the Court agrees with Follett's 

assessment of the FDUTPA claims; Brandner and Rebman 

do not challenge Follett's rounding practices per se; instead, 

they challenge them only to the extent that rounding leads to a 

used textbook price that is inconsistent with the express terms 

of the Agreement. In other words, Brandner and Rebman 

challenge the act of breaching the Agreement as unfair or 

deceptive rather than the act giving rise to the breach. 

This is precisely the type of breach of contract claim that 

cannot be converted to a claim under FDUTPA.  See PNR, 

842 So.2d at 777 n. 2 (“[T]his opinion does not operate to 

convert every breach of contract or breach of lease case into a 

claim under the Act. indeed, such a construction would be 

precluded by the FDUTPA, which only reaches conduct that 

is unfair or deceptive as judged by controlling case law.”).  

[Emphasis added] 

 

 67. The Subpoena must be quashed, as a matter of law, since as in Rebman, the 

Attorney General is similarly suggesting that Ashbritt breached its contracts with the 

eight (8) cities (by requesting and obtaining contract modifications), and the Attorney 

General is challenging those alleged breaches as constituting unfair and deceptive acts.  

However, Rebman makes clear that such a claim/challenge does not convert what is, at 

best, a breach of contract claim into a FDUTPA claim/violation.
22

    

  

                                                
22

 There is no viable cause of action against Ashbritt for breach of contract since all eight (8) cities held public 

hearings and the respective City Commissions unanimously approved the price increases and agreed to the 

modifications of their respective contracts.  There is also no viable claim for breach of contract since the price 

increases have all been rescinded and all pricing has been rolled back to the original pricing in the pre-position 

contracts such that none of the cities have been charged (nor will they be charged), for any increased pricing.  
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F. The Subpoena Must Be Quashed, As A Matter Of Law, As The 

Attorney General’s Investigation Is Based Upon A Specific 

Statute (The Price Gouging Law) Which Governs And Is 

Controlling Over The More General Provisions Set Forth In 

FDUTPA.  

 

 68. The law is well settled that where one statute sets forth the law that applies 

to a specific and narrow/particular wrong, then a more general statute cannot be 

invoked in its place.  The more specific/narrow statute sets forth the Legislature’s will 

and is controlling as to that particular wrong.  See, Adams v. Culver, 111 So.2d 665, 667 

(Fla. 1959) (“It is a well settled rule of statutory construction, however, that a special 

statute covering a particular subject matter is controlling over a general statutory 

provision covering the same and other subjects in general terms”); Read v. MFP, Inc., 85 

So.3d 1151, 1154 (Fla. 5
th

 DCA 2012) (“‘[I]t is a well settled rule of statutory 

construction ... that a special statute covering a particular subject matter is controlling 

over a general statutory provision covering the same and other subjects in general 

terms.’” McDonald v. State, 957 So.2d 605, 610 (Fla.2007) (quoting Adams v. Culver, 111 

So.2d 665, 667 (Fla.1959)); see also Sch. Bd. of Palm Beach Cnty. v. Survivors Charter Sch., 

Inc., 3 So.3d 1220, 1233 (Fla.2009) (noting that “specific statutes covering a particular 

subject area will control over a statute covering the same subject in general terms”) 

[Emphasis added].  Also See, Rochester v. State, 95 So.3d 407, 409 (Fla. 4
th

 DCA 

2012) (stating that a specific statute is controlling over a more general statute covering 

the same general subject, as the former is considered to be an exception to the latter). 
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 69. The Subpoena must be quashed based upon this well settled principle of 

law/statutory construction since it reflects that the Attorney General’s investigation arises 

out of and focuses on alleged price gouging in the eight (8) cities discussed above.  As 

the Price Gouging law contains an exception that is controlling (that the governmental 

agencies approved the price increase), the more general provisions of FDUTPA cannot 

now be used as a “substitute” to pursue these same issues.  

G. The Court Should Order An Evidentiary Hearing And Require 

The Attorney General To Introduce Some Legally Sufficient 

Predicate Evidence Of A Violation Before Requiring Ashbritt To 

Produce Any Documents. 

 

 70. For all of the reasons set forth in this Petition, there is no legal and/or 

credible basis for the Attorney General to have any reason to believe (much less a  

reasonable belief), that Ashbritt has violated the Price Gouging law and/or otherwise 

violated FDUTPA as relating to the price increases in the contract modifications.
23

  

Accordingly, now that Ashbritt has filed this Petition thereby placing the Attorney 

General's investigation (and Subpoena), under this Court's jurisdiction, control and 

discretion,
24

 the Court should order an evidentiary hearing and require the Attorney 

General to introduce some legally sufficient predicate evidence of a violation of the 

Price Gouging law before requiring Ashbritt to produce any document(s) in 

response to the Subpoena.   

                                                
23

 See, Fla. Stat. §501.206(1) – “If, by his or her own inquiry or as a result of complaints, the enforcing authority 

has reason to believe that a person has engaged in, or is engaging in, an act or practice that violates this part, he or 

she may administer oaths and affirmations, subpoena witnesses or matter, and collect evidence…”.  [Emphasis 

added]. 
24

 See, Section V.A above. 
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71. Requiring such an evidentiary hearing is precisely what the Honorable John 

C. Cooper ordered in WAM IT Technologies, LLC d/b/a WAM IT, LLC (“WAM IT”), 

Petitioner v. State of Florida, Office Of The Attorney General, Department Of Legal 

Affairs, Respondent”, Leon County, Circuit Court Case # 2013 CA 002063.  In that case, 

the Attorney General issued an investigative subpoena pursuant to the same statute as 

here - §501.206 - in connection with its attempt to investigate whether WAM IT violated 

FDUTPA as relating to its internet based business. Attached hereto as Exhibit “F” is a 

copy of the Attorney General’s investigative subpoena.   

72. WAM IT filed a petition seeking to quash the investigative subpoena and 

requested an evidentiary hearing requiring the Attorney General to introduce some 

evidence reflecting that it sold any products or services which the Attorney General had a 

good faith and reasonable basis to believe were false and deceptive and thus in violation 

of FDUTPA.  Judge Cooper agreed and entered an order setting an evidentiary hearing 

and requiring the Attorney General to “..come forward with sufficient evidence to 

establish the enforcing authority [the Attorney General] has reason to believe that a 

person has engaged in, or is engaging in, an act or practice in violation of Chapter 501, 

Part II, Florida Statutes [i.e. – FDUTPA].” A copy of the order requiring the evidentiary 

hearing is attached hereto as Exhibit “G”. 

 73. Requiring Ashbritt to devote the incredible amount of manpower and 

resources and do all of the work that would be necessary to locate and compile what 

literally will be tens upon tens of thousands of pages of documents that respond to the 

Subpoena (a substantial amount of which are matters of Public Record which the 
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Attorney General can obtain directly from the various cities/counties), would require 

Ashbritt to either shut down for a significant period of time or dramatically reduce its 

active/ongoing disaster recovery work in all of the areas where it is so desperately needed  

to clean up the debris and waste before it becomes even more of a serious health and 

safety hazard than it already is.  Ashbritt would have to step away from all such recovery 

efforts and re-assign its personnel to the herculean task of searching for and compiling 

these tens upon tens of thousands of pages of documents.  None of this should be 

required of Ashbritt unless and until the Attorney General offers some legally 

sufficient predicate evidence of a violation of the Price Gouging law by Ashbritt (of 

which there is none). 

H. The Subpoena Must Be Substantially Modified And Narrowed 

Prior To Requiring Ashbritt To Produce Any Documents. 

 

 74. In the event the Subpoena is not quashed, Ashbritt alternatively requests 

that the Subpoena be substantially modified and narrowed, and that the time for Ashbritt 

to produce any documents be significantly extended in light of its full-time commitment 

to the active and ongoing disaster recovery efforts and work it is presently performing.  

The Subpoena, as presently issued, includes no less than twenty-four (24) separate 

categories of documents and is what can only be described as a massive fishing 

expedition by the Attorney General.  See, General Electric Capital Corp. v. Nunziata, 

124 So.3d 940, 943 (Fla. 2d DCA 2013) ( “a subpoena duces tecum is not the equivalent 

of a search warrant and should not be used as a fishing expedition to require a witness to 
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produce broad categories of documents which the party can search to find what may be 

wanted”). 

 75. The Subpoena is overreaching, overly broad, voluminous, unduly 

burdensome, and in many instances, seeks documents which are not relevant to the 

investigation of whether Ashbritt violated the Price Gouging law in any way.  Tens upon 

tens of thousands of pages of documents are potentially responsive to the Subpoena that 

would require months for Ashbritt to locate, compile, and produce.  In order to comply in 

any time frame over the next several months, Ashbritt would either have to shut down or 

significantly reduce its ongoing disaster recovery and clean up efforts and operations in 

order to assign its personnel to the onerous and burdensome task of locating and 

compiling the documents requested in the Subpoena.  That, in turn, would preclude 

Ashbritt from being able to continue performing under its contracts and place it in breach 

of such contracts as well as delay completion of its ongoing disaster recovery and clean 

up operations.   

 76. The public is clearly better served right now by getting the disaster 

recovery and cleanup work completed as quickly as possible instead of requiring Ashbritt 

to gather and produce the tens upon tens of thousands of pages of documents implicated 

by the Subpoena. Ashbritt should not be compelled or ordered to do anything that 

jeopardizes the health, safety and welfare of the public in terms of requiring the 

immediate production of all these documents as it does not involve an emergency 

situation - unlike the disaster recovery and cleanup work Ashbritt is presently doing 

which clearly does involve an emergency situation.  Moreover, a significant number of 
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the categories of documents the Attorney General seeks in the Subpoena are matters of 

Public Record which are readily obtainable by the Attorney General simply by 

making a request for such documents directly from the applicable cities and/or 

counties. Given the counter-balancing considerations relating to the disaster 

recovery work Ashbritt is presently performing, the Attorney General should direct 

its requests for most of what it seeks in the Subpoena to the cities/counties since they 

have many of the documents. 

77. In addition to all the foregoing arguments, Ashbritt would ask this Court, or 

in the alternative a Special Master appointed by the Court, to conduct a full hearing on the 

twenty-four (24) separate categories of documents requested in the Subpoena and 

Ashbritt’s numerous objections thereto, including, but not limited to the following: 

A. Public Records - Those documents that are public records 

and are readily available for the Attorney General to obtain 

from the cities/counties. Furthermore, requiring such 

production from Ashbritt would be unduly burdensome (they 

would amount to tens of thousands of pages and would take 

Ashbritt away from all of the ongoing disaster recovery work 

it is presently doing), especially when the Attorney General 

can readily obtain them directly from the cities/counties;  

 

B. Overbroad – Several of the document requests seek “all” 

information (documents; communications, etc.) on several 

subject matters. These types of overly broad and unspecified 

requests must be narrowed in order for it to even be possible 

for anyone to identify and locate such documents;  

 

C. Confidential, Proprietary, and /or Trade Secrets – 

Financial statements have been requested (which are exempt 

under Chapter 119), and pricing and profit structure 

documents have also been requested which are private and 

confidential internal and proprietary business information. 

The Court should require the Attorney General to make the 
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required showing of necessity to override Ashbritt's privacy 

rights in all such confidential, proprietary, and/or trade secret 

information.  See, CAC-Ramsay Health Plans, Inc. v. 

Johnson, 641 So.2d 434, 435 (Fla. 3d DCA 1994), quoting 

from, Higgs v. Kampgrounds Of America., 526 So.2d 980, 

981 (Fla. 3d DCA 1988) (“[T]he party seeking discovery of 

confidential information must make a showing of necessity 

which outweighs the countervailing interest in maintaining 

the confidentiality of such information"). Even assuming, 

arguendo, that the Court found that the required showing of 

necessity was established by the Attorney General sufficient 

to override Ashbritt's privacy rights, these types of document 

requests would, nonetheless, still have to be significantly  

narrowed in order to protect and preserve Ashbritt's privacy 

rights in such information; including the Court entering a 

Confidentiality Order; 

 

D. Relevancy – Based on the evidentiary hearing that must be 

conducted by the Court, there are likely many documents that 

are not relevant to whatever areas of inquiry may be allowed 

by the Court.  Examples of such documents (at this juncture 

before the evidentiary hearing), would be documents relating 

to breach of contract issues which are not subject to 

FDUTPA as a matter of law, such as the amount of debris 

collected and remaining to be collected - there is no possible 

relevancy of such documents to anything except the level of 

contract performance; and   

 

E.  Documents From 2016 Storm Debris Removal – relating 

to Tropical Storm Colin; Hurricane Hermine; Tropical Storm 

Julia; and Hurricane Matthew. Every single objection 

referenced above would be applicable to the Attorney 

General’s requests for such documents.  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 78. For all of the reasons set forth in this Petition, the Subpoena must be 

quashed as a matter of law.  If it is not quashed, then before the Court enters any order 

requiring Ashbritt to produce any documents, the Court should first schedule and 

conduct an evidentiary hearing during which it requires the Attorney General to introduce 

some legally sufficient predicate evidence of a violation of the Price Gouging law and 

then conduct a hearing on Ashbritt’s objections to the twenty-four (24) categories of 

documents in the Subpoena.  Finally, the time for Ashbritt to produce any documents 

must be significantly extended since there is no emergency involved in the Attorney 

General's investigation, whereas there is an emergency situation which Ashbritt is 

presently devoting its full personnel and manpower to - performing and completing the 

disaster recovery work as a result of the catastrophic damages caused by Hurricane Irma. 

WHEREFORE, Petitioner, ASHBRITT, INC., a Florida corporation, respectfully 

requests entry of an Order, pursuant to Fla. Stat. §501.206: (A) quashing the Subpoena 

issued by Respondent, STATE OF FLORIDA, OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY 

GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS; or (B) ordering an evidentiary 

hearing and requiring the Attorney General to introduce some legally sufficient predicate 

evidence of a violation of the Price Gouging law by Petitioner and then conduct a hearing 

on Petitioner’s objections to the documents requested in the Subpoena and modifying and 
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narrowing the Subpoena’s scope in accordance with Petitioner’s objections, and grant 

such other and further relief as the Court deems just, equitable, and proper. 

      Respectfully submitted, 

      MOSKOWITZ, MANDELL, 

      SALIM & SIMOWITZ, P.A. 

      Counsel For Petitioner, 

      Ashbritt, Inc. 

      800 Corporate Drive, Suite #500 

      Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334 

      Tel: (954) 491-2000 

      Fax: (954) 491-2051 

 

 

      By:/s/ Michael W. Moskowitz   

       MICHAEL W. MOSKOWITZ 

       Fla. Bar No. 254606   
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I HEREBY CERTIFY, that the foregoing document was filed via the Florida 

Court E-File Portal on this 12
th

 day of October, 2017. I also certify the foregoing 

document is being served on this day on counsel for the Office of Attorney General, 

Department of Legal Affairs, by electronic mail. 

MOSKOWITZ, MANDELL, 

      SALIM & SIMOWITZ, P.A. 

      Counsel For Petitioner,  

Ashbritt, Inc. 

      800 Corporate Drive, Suite #500 

      Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334 

      Tel: (954) 491-2000 

      Fax: (954) 491-2051 

 

      By:/s/ Michael W. Moskowitz   

       MICHAEL W. MOSKOWITZ 

       Fla. Bar No. 254606 
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